The density functional theory and the tight-binding model calculations reveal that asymmetric electron occupation in orbitals gives rise to this correlation. 3 Chiral interaction between two atomic spins owing to a strong spin-orbit coupling, which is known as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), has attracted intense interest [1, 2] . In particular, it has been demonstrated that the DMI at the interface between ferromagnetic (FM) and nonmagnetic heavy metals (HM) plays a major role for the formation of chiral spin textures, such as skyrmions [3, 4] and homochiral Néel-type domain walls (DW) [5] [6] [7] , which are attractive for the development of future information storage technology [8] . Understanding the microscopic origin of the DMI is indispensable for the realization of such chiral spin textures [9, 10] . It has been reported that the proximity-induced magnetic moment in HM layers has a critical role for emerging the DMI [11] . However, this proximity effect is still controversial because it has been also reported that the induced magnetic moment has no direct correlation with the DMI in the case of the Co/Pt system [12, 13] . On the other hands, theories have predicted that spin-orbit coupling combined with inversion symmetry breaking (ISB) naturally introduces a chirality to conduction electron spins in equilibrium and the interfacial DMI at an FM/HM interface is related to this spin chirality [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
It has also been reported that the spin chirality is a manifestation of the chirality of the orbital magnetism in strongly spin-orbit coupled systems with ISB [19, 20] . These previous studies suggest a possible microscopic origin of the interfacial DMI, which has remained experimentallyunaddressed so far.
Here we discuss the microscopic origin of the interfacial DMI with experimental and theoretical studies as follows: First, we show the temperature dependence of the DMI for a Pt/Co/MgO trilayer, which is one of the standard structures used for the studies of the DMI [7, 12, 21] , using the extended droplet model [22] . We find that the DMI increases with decreasing temperature in a range from 300 to 100 K. In general, the electron-phonon interaction promotes thermally-induced hopping between nearest neighbours when increasing the temperature [23] . As 4 a result, it is expected that the difference between in-plane and out-of-plane hopping energies is reduced upon temperature increase. Therefore, changing the temperature of the system allows for charge redistribution between in-plane and out-of-plane orbitals, while preserving the major electronic state of the trilayer unlike other interface control methods such as an ion irradiation [24] or a thermal annealing technique [25] , which may cause a permanent atomic rearrangement and thus induce undesired extrinsic effects. To discuss this temperature dependence of the DMI, that of the spin (ms) and orbital (mo) magnetic moments of Co and Pt is studied by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectroscopy. We find that s values of Co and Pt show weak temperature dependences. On the other hand, the intra-atomic magnetic dipole moment ( D ), which is due to the asymmetric spin density distribution [26, 27] , shows a strong temperature dependence, suggesting a sizable modification of the charge distribution between the in-plane and the out-of-plane d-orbitals under temperature variation. We also find that the out-of-plane orbital Table I . We find that D has a strong temperature dependence as shown in Fig. 1e ; D increases by a factor of 2.2 as the temperature decreases from 300 to 100 K.
Temperature dependence of the proximity-induced magnetic moment of Pt
To understand the strong temperature dependence of the DMI, we firstly investigate the role of the induced magnetic moment in the Pt layer because it has been suggested as the microscopic origin of the DMI [11] . The temperature dependence of the Pt induced magnetic moment was measured using the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) method, which enables element-specific analyses of spin and orbital magnetism [29, 30] . The moment values normalized by nh are directly obtained from the sum rule formula without considering nh [31] . The changes in the induced magnetic moments with temperature are small (~15%) and comparable to the error range of the analysis as shown in Fig. 2b . This suggests that there is no clear relevance between the temperature dependences of the proximity-induced magnetic moments of the Pt layer and the DMI in the Pt/Co/MgO system, which is consistent with the first-principles calculations [12, 13] .
Correlation between asymmetric orbital structure of the FM layer and the DMI is a small increase of 20% (from 0.87 μB/nh to 1.11 μB/nh) as temperature decreases from 300 to 100K (see Fig. 3g ), which is much smaller than the strong temperature dependence of the DMI.
In contrast to ms, the magnetic dipole moment D , which reflects the asymmetric (aspherical) charge distribution between in-plane and out-of-plane d-orbitals [26, 27] , shows a strong temperature dependence. The value of D determined from the sum rule analysis increases from 0.014 μB/nh to 0.094 μB/nh (Fig. 3g) . In addition, the orbital anisotropy also increases as temperature decreases; ⊥ increases from 0.058 μB/nh to 0.080 μB/nh whereas ∥ slightly decreases from 0.044 μB/nh to 0.039μB/nh (Fig. 3h) . These results imply a correlation of DMI with mD and orbital anisotropy. Figure 4a shows In our experiment, however, the correlation between ⊥ / ∥ and the DMI is only semiquantitative; i.e., the temperature-dependent change in the DMI does not perfectly scale with the temperature-dependent change in ⊥ / ∥ (see Fig. 4 ). This semi-quantitative correlation between the DMI and o demands a more detailed discussion. In systems with ISB, ⊥ can be decomposed into ISB-independent part and ISB-dependent part. Given that ISB is an essential ingredient for the DMI, there should be a direct correlation between the DMI and ISB-dependent o , as evidenced by our tight-binding model calculation. However, ⊥ also has an ISBindependent part, which precludes a direct and quantitative correlation between the DMI and ⊥ .
This statement can be rephrased technically as the DMI involves only off-diagonal elements of the spin-orbit coupling operator [10] , while o involves all of them. We note, however, that even with this uncertainty, the experimentally observed correlation between the DMI and o anisotropy for the Pt/Co/MgO structure is rather clear, implying that the ISB-dependent o would dominate over the ISB-independent one in this structure. Therefore, our findings with both experimental and theoretical studies provide a link between orbital physics and spin-orbit related phenomena such as the DMI, which are essential for spin-orbitronic devices. XMCD measurement; 1) Soft X-ray: Soft X-ray absorption spectra were measured using the total electron yield method with 96% circularly polarized incident X-rays at the BL25SU at SPring-8. XMCDs at the Co L3 and L2 edges (in a range between 770~840 keV) were recorded in the helicity-switching mode with an applied magnetic field of 1.9 T. Homogeneity of the magnetic field was better than 99% for ɸ10 mm at the sample position. The incident light direction was inclined by 10° with respect to the magnetic field direction. Temperature was varied from 300K to 100K using a continuous liquid He flow type cryostat.
2) Hard X-ray: XMCD experiments using hard X-rays were carried out at BL39XU of SPring-8. A circularly polarized X-ray beam with a high degree of circular polarization (> 95%) was produced with a transmission-type diamond X-ray phase retarder of 1.4-mm-thickness. X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of the film were observed at a 0.6 T magnetic field applied parallel to the X-ray propagation direction of which an incident angle was 0° with respect to the surface normal. The X-ray fluorescence yield mode was used to record the spectra. The X-ray energy was scanned around the Pt L3 and L2 edges in a range between 11.5~13.5 keV, reversing the X-ray photon helicity at 0.5 Hz. In this manner, two helicity dependent spectra I + and I -were recorded simultaneously. Here, I + and I − denote the intensities when the incident photon momentum and the magnetization vectors are parallel and antiparallel, respectively. The XMCD spectrum,
, is given by the difference of the two spectra. Detailed experimental setups for the soft and hard X-ray MCD measurements are described elsewhere [36, 37] . 
